The use of operational modeling of HIV/AIDS in a systems approach to public health decision making.
Compartmental models of infectious diseases readily represent known biological and epidemiological processes, are easily understood in flow-chart form by administrators, are simple to adjust to new information, and lend themselves to routine statistical analysis such as parameter estimation and model fitting. Technical results are immediately interpretable in epidemiological and public health terms. Deterministic models are easily stochasticized where this is important for practical purposes. With HIV/AIDS, serial data on both HIV prevalence and AIDS morbidity have been available from San Francisco. Assuming the distribution of the incubation period to be biologically stable, statistical analysis is quite feasible in other regions, even those with no reliable HIV data. Transmission rates must be estimated locally. It is also often possible to estimate the effective size of a population subgroup at risk, from population data on AIDS morbidity only. Computer simulation provides estimates of the evolving pattern of both HIV prevalence and AIDS morbidity. Some public health questions can be answered only by appropriately formulated stochastic models.